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Seasonality

Live in each season as it passes; breathe the air, drink the drink, taste
the fruit, and resign yourself to the influences of each. Let them be
your only diet, drink, and botanical medicine.

Henry David Thoreau, 1906
Journals (entry for 23 August 1853)

1.1. Introduction

Life on Earth evolves in an environment with pronounced temporal fluctu-
ations. Rivers flow to the sea; the tides ebb and rise. Light availability and
temperature vary predictably throughout each day and across the seasons.
These fluctuations in environmental factors exert dramatic effects on biotic
activities. For example, the biochemical machinery of plants and animals un-
dergoes daily adjustments in production, performing some processes only at
night and others only during the day. Similarly, daily peaks in the metabolic
activity of homeothermic animals tend to coincide with the daily onset of
increased physical activity. Elevated activity alone does not drive metabolic
rates; rather, the general pattern of metabolic needs are anticipated by
reference to an internal biological clock. The ability to anticipate the onset
of the daily light and dark periods confers sufficient advantages that endoge-
nous, self-sustained circadian clocks are virtually ubiquitous among extant
organisms (Takahashi 1996; Menaker et al. 1997).

In addition to synchronizing biochemical, physiological, and behavioral
activities to the external environment, biological clocks are important to mul-
ticellular organisms in synchronizing internal processes. If a specific bio-
chemical process is most efficiently conducted in the dark, then individuals
that mobilize metabolic precursors, enzymes, and energy sources just prior
to the onset of dark would presumably have a selective advantage over indi-
viduals that organized their internal processes at random times. Thus, there
is a daily temporal chain, or phase relationship, to which all biochemical,
physiological, and behavioral processes are linked.
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2 Seasonality

The scientific study of biological clocks and their associated rhythms is
called chronobiology. This field borrows terms and concepts freely from engi-
neering disciplines. For the purpose of this book, a biological clock is defined
as a self-sustained oscillator (Pittendrigh 1960). A “rhythm” is a recurrent
event that is characterized by its period, frequency, amplitude, and phase.
“Period” is the length of time required to complete one cycle of the rhythm
under study. “Frequency” is computed as the number of completed cycles per
unit of time. The amount of change above and below the average value of a
rhythm is called “amplitude.” The “phase” represents a point on the rhythm
relative to some objective temporal point associated with another cycle.

When animals, and virtually all plants, are placed in constant conditions,
the period of their daily rhythms drifts slightly from 24 hours each suc-
ceeding day; these rhythms are called circadian (circa = about; dies = day
[Halberg 1961]) rhythms. Individuals that are no longer synchronized
(entrained) to the external factors are said to be free-running. The recurrence
of free-running rhythms generated in the absence of external temporal cues
is the most convincing evidence for an endogenous timekeeper. Additional
compelling evidence that supports the contention that biological rhythms are
generated from within the organism and not driven by unknown geophysical
forces includes the observation that animalsmaintained in constant conditions
aboard a spacecraft orbiting far above the planet (where geophysical cues are
presumably absent) continue to display biological rhythms with periods simi-
lar to those observed on Earth. Other features of circadian biological rhythms
are listed in Table 1.1.

The periods of some biological rhythms, including most central nervous
system, cardiovascular, and respiratory rhythms, vary widely within the same

Table 1.1. Features of Circadian Rhythms (from Pittendrigh 1960).

1. Free-running circadian rhythms only approximate the period of the daily rotation
of the Earth.

3. Circadian rhythms are endogenous.
4. Circadian rhythms are typically self-sustained oscillators.
5. Circadian rhythms are unlearned.
6. Circadian rhythms are extant at all levels of physiological organization.
7. Free-running circadian rhythms display little variance.
8. Circadian rhythms compensate for temperature.
9. Circadian rhythms are often affected by light intensity.
10. Circadian rhythms are usually unaffected by chemical perturbations.
11. Phase of circadian rhythms can be shifted by a single light (or temperature) signal.
12. Circadian rhythms can be synchronized by a limited set of environmental

periodicities.
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1.1. Introduction 3

Table 1.2. Relationship between Biological Rhythms and
Environmental Cycles.

Period Length

Biological Rhythm Environmental Cycle Entrained Free-running

Circadian Revolution of the Earth 24 hours 22–26 hours
Circatidal Ebb and rise of tides 12.4 hours 11–14 hours
Circalunar Phases of the moon 29.5 days 26–32 days
Circannual Seasons of the year 365.25 days 330–400 days

individual. During physical exertion, for example, the period of heartbeats
decreases (i.e., the frequency increases). Other biological rhythms, such as
the ovarian rhythm, may remain relatively constant within the same individ-
ual, but vary significantly among different conspecific individuals. Four types
of biological rhythms are typically coupledwith geophysical cycles andgener-
ally do not vary under natural conditions. These relatively constant biological
rhythms correspond to the periods of the geophysical cycles of night and day
(circadian), the tides (circatidal), the phases of the moon (circalunar), and the
seasons of the year (circannual) (Table 1.2). To appreciate the mechanisms
underlying seasonal fluctuations in immune function and disease processes,
the remainder of this chapter will emphasize the mechanisms of circadian and
circannual rhythms as they relate to seasonality.

Not unexpectedly, circadian clocks have evolved in organisms that typi-
cally live for more than one day. Short-lived (i.e., <1 day) species, such as
protists, do not exhibit true circadian rhythms. Similarly, biological clocks
that measure yearly intervals are present only in animals that, on average,
live longer than one year. During the course of a year, conditions can change
dramatically. Seasonal fluctuations in energy availability create thermoregu-
latory and other physiological demands that serve as potent selective forces in
the evolution of life. At high latitudes and altitudes, the seasonal fluctuations
in temperature between winter and summer are substantial, and individuals
that inhabit these challenging conditions have evolved mechanisms to cope
with the wide alterations in ambient conditions. Animals that withstand se-
vere seasonal fluctuations undergo such striking seasonal adaptations, that
summer- and winter-captured individuals of the same species have often been
mistaken for different species (Figure 1.1). Development of these seasonal
adaptations permits plants and animals to exploit specific spatial niches that
vary in quality over time.

Nontropical animals display many distinct behavioral adaptations to cope
with the challenge of winter survival (Moffatt et al. 1993; Bronson &
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4 Seasonality

Fig. 1.1. Siberian hamsters in summer and winter conditions. These animals undergo
significant seasonal changes in physical appearance. In addition to the season change in
coat color, which helps them blend into the background environment of summer (dark)
or winter (white), many other adaptations have evolved to combat the energetic demands
of winter. Some of these winter adaptations include changes in food intake and body
mass, torpor, foraging, nest-building, reductions of social interactions including sexual
interactions. Some animals such as collared lemmings, develop extra “digging claws”
during short day exposure. These claws help these lemmings did through the winter
snow to find food. (Photo by Aaron Jasnow.)

Heideman 1994). Behaviorally, individuals may hibernate, estivate, or mi-
grate during specific energetically challenging seasons of the year. Social
organization may change; highly territorial individuals that are aggressive
during the breeding season may form social groups during the winter to
reap the thermoregulatory benefits of huddling (McShea 1990; Ancel et al.
1997). Similarly, small mammals may join communal nests during the winter
where warmth and humidity are conserved (Madison 1984). The foraging
and feeding behaviors of animals may also change seasonally. For exam-
ple, territorial birds may join large winter foraging flocks, or individuals may
change from a nocturnal activity pattern during the summer to a diurnal activ-
ity pattern during the winter to conserve thermogenic energy while foraging
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1.1. Introduction 5

(Horton 1984). Animals may hoard food in the autumn to ensure sufficient
provisions until spring (Bartness 1995). Many individuals build large, insu-
lative nests during the winter (Dark & Zucker 1983).

Cessation of breeding during winter is perhaps the central seasonal adjust-
ment used by animals to conserve energy. Presumably, the benefits associated
with winter breeding rarely outweigh the costs. To prepare in advance for
seasonal changes in ambient conditions, animals must be able to determine
the season of the year. Seasonal adaptations often require significant time
to develop so the ability to ascertain the time of year to anticipate energet-
ically demanding conditions is critical for survival. Thus, the development
of winter adaptations must begin prior to the onset of the challenging winter
conditions, not in response to them. Several mechanisms have evolved that
provide seasonal information. In some species, an annual clock, analogous to
the circadian clock, has evolved; in other species, circadian clocks are used
to determine day lengths (i.e., photoperiod), and day length information is
transduced into seasonally appropriate responses (Gwinner 1986; Bartness
et al. 1993). In any case, many species of animals have evolved biological
clocks that time a wide variety of seasonal biological rhythms.

Post-technology humans are somewhat buffered from temporal perturba-
tions in the environment. Despite the failure to identify adaptive benefits of
seasonal breeding in humans, seasonal fluctuations in human reproduction
have been reported (Roenneberg & Aschoff 1990; Bronson 1995). Although
the factors driving seasonal breeding (e.g., decreased food availability, low
ambient temperatures) in industrialized humans are now reduced in impor-
tance, there are no obvious forces selecting against seasonality. Therefore,
seasonality in human reproduction persists (reviewed in Bronson 1995), and
the timing mechanisms that measure yearly intervals presumably remain ex-
tant among humans (Nelson 1990; Czeisler 1995).

In addition to seasonal changes in behavior and reproductive function,
several other physiological and morphological adaptations have also evolved
to help individuals cope with winter energy shortages. For example, winter-
evoked changes in basal metabolic rate, nonshivering thermogenesis, body
mass, pelage development, gut efficiency, and endocrine function are com-
mon among small mammals (Moffatt et al. 1993). Gonadotropin and prolactin
concentrations decline, sex steroid hormone production wanes, and repro-
ductive activities stop prior to winter. Virtually all of these seasonal adapta-
tions are initiated among small mammals in nature during autumn or in the
laboratory by exposure to short (<12-hour light/day) day lengths. Taken to-
gether, these seasonal adaptations have evolved to maintain a positive energy
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6 Seasonality

balance during winter energy shortages, that is, when food availability is low
and thermoregulatory demands are high.

Maintaining a positive energy balance is required for survival and repro-
ductive success. The vast majority of studies of seasonal phenomena have
focused on energetic adaptations, especially reproductive adaptations. How-
ever, other threats to survival must also be met in order for individuals to
survive and increase their fitness. Individuals must avoid predators, they must
avoid potentially dangerous attacks by conspecific competitors, and theymust
avoid succumbing to pathogens or parasites. In some cases, a marginal ener-
getic balance can weaken animals to the extent that they are very susceptible
to disease (Berczi 1986). Immunological defense against invading organisms
requires cascades of mitotic processes that presumably demand substantial
energy (Demas et al. 1997; Spurlock 1997). The energetic costs associated
with immunity may be a critical factor in seasonal fluctuations in immune
function. Also, environmental factors that can interrupt breeding (e.g., a flood
or a late blizzard), or other conditions perceived as stressful, can compromise
immune function and promote opportunistic pathogens and parasites to an ex-
tent that leads to premature death (Berczi 1986; Ader &Cohen 1993). Factors
that interrupt breeding are often unpredictable (Wingfield & Kenagy 1991),
but many potential stressful conditions, such as low ambient temperatures,
reduced food availability, migration, overcrowding, lack of cover, or in-
creased predator pressure, can recur on a somewhat predictable, seasonal basis
potentially leading to seasonal changes in population-wide immune func-
tion and death (Fänge & Silverin 1985; Lee & McDonald 1985; McDonald
et al. 1988; John 1994; Lochmiller et al. 1994; Sinclair & Lochmiller 2000).
Thus, in addition to the well-studied seasonal cycles of mating and birth,
there are also dramatic, albeit not as well studied, seasonal cycles of illness
and death among human and nonhuman animal populations (Descôteaux &
Mihok 1986; Lochmiller et al. 1986; Lochmiller &Deerenberg 2000; Sinclair
& Lochmiller 2000) (Figure 1.2).

Seasonal fluctuations in immune function and survivorship may not be ob-
served every year or in every population. Some winters may not be perceived
as stressful, either because of mild ambient conditions or because energetic
coping adaptations succeed to buffer individuals from harsh conditions. Con-
sequently, populations in naturemay exhibit compromised, enhanced, or static
immune indices during the winter, although we suspect that the literature will
be biased in favor of reporting changes in immune function. The literature on
seasonal fluctuations in immune function is summarized in later chapters.

The working hypothesis of this book is that some individuals have evolv-
ed mechanisms to predict seasonal stressor-induced reductions in immune
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1.1. Introduction 7

Fig. 1.2. Seasonal cycle of death. These data show the number of human deaths over
the course of 1 year in Aberdeen, Scotland. Human mortality from circulatory and
other causes also shows a similar seasonal fluctuation with voles, with peak number of
deaths observed during the winter and relatively low mortality during the summer. C,
circulatory; R, remainder. (Data redrawn from Douglas et al. 1991.)

function and make appropriate adjustments in anticipation of challenging
conditions, as a temporal adaptation to promote winter survival. From an
adaptive functional perspective, we propose that individuals “optimize” im-
mune function so that they can tolerate minor infections if the energetic costs
of mounting an immune response outweigh the benefits. Available energy is
partitioned into competing functions where most needed for survival. Thus,
when energetic requirements are high (e.g., during migration, pregnancy, ter-
ritory defense, lactation, or winter), we predict that immune function should
be reduced. During energetically challenging winters, energy is used for ther-
moregulation and maximal immune function possible, rather than growth,
reproduction, or other nonessential processes. Recent evidence from bighorn
sheep suggests an energetic trade-off between the costs of immune and re-
productive functions (Festa-Bianchet 1989); lactating ewes exhibit higher
parasitic infections, compared with nonlactating ewes. Presumably, the ener-
getic costs of lactation reduce the amount of energy that can be allocated to
immune function.

We hypothesize that exposure to short day lengths enhances immune func-
tion. Many field and clinical studies are consistent with this hypothesis (i.e.,
lymphatic tissue size or immune function is elevated during the winter). All
laboratory studies are consistent with this hypothesis: for example, immune
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8 Seasonality

function is enhanced in animals housed in short days, compared with animals
maintained in long day length conditions (reviewed in Nelson&Demas 1996;
cf. Yellon et al. 1999). These results suggest that mechanisms have evolved to
allow animals to anticipate immunologically challenging conditions by mon-
itoring photoperiod. Presumably, this ability permits individuals to cope with
these health-threatening seasonal conditions by bolstering lymphatic tissue
development and immune function directly.

This book addresses the physiological mechanisms underlying the detec-
tion of and the response to seasonal environmental factors that affect immune
function and disease processes. In this first chapter, the geophysical factors
leading to seasonality are reviewed. We also describe the proximate mecha-
nisms underlying seasonality. The literature on seasonal breeding is used as
a departure point to understand the mechanisms of seasonality as it pertains
to immune function. Although circadian rhythms in immune function have
become recognized as important factors in disease and immunotherapy, this
topic is beyond the scope of the present book. Interested readers are referred to
several recent papers that have carefully reviewed this field (e.g., Hrushesky
1991; Petrovsky & Harrison 1998; Cardinali et al. 1999).

In Chapter 2, basic immunology is reviewed. Reports of seasonal fluctua-
tions in disease prevalence are described in Chapter 3, followed by a review in
Chapter 4 of the literature reporting seasonal fluctuations in lymphatic organ
size and structure, as well as immune function. Possible interactions between
lymphatic organ morphology and function and recurrent environmental stres-
sors are also discussed in this chapter.Most research in seasonality has focused
on the role of photoperiod in providing temporal information for breeding
(Reiter 1993). In Chapter 5, the physiological sequelae by which photoperiod
mediates the seasonal changes in immune function are assessed. The energet-
ics of immune function will be discussed in Chapter 6. Among small mam-
mals, short photoperiods reduce blood concentrations of sex steroid hormones
(in long-day breeders) and prolactin, as well as alter the temporal pattern of
pineal melatonin secretion (Goldman & Nelson 1993). The effects of these
hormones on immune function and opportunistic diseases, including cancer,
will be explored in Chapter 7. Melatonin will receive particular attention for
its effects on immune function in Chapter 8 because this hormone has been re-
ported to affect immune function and tumorigenesis in several model animal
systems. The clinical relevance of these seasonal fluctuations in lymphatic
tissue size and immune function for humans and nonhuman animals will be
presented in Chapter 9. Our goal for this book is to present a comprehensive
description of the field, laboratory, and clinical data on seasonal immunity
and disease processes from an adaptive functional perspective.
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1.2. Geophysical Factors Leading to Seasonality 9

1.2. Geophysical Factors Leading to Seasonality

To understand biological rhythms, it is helpful to understand the geophysical
fluctuations that have shaped these rhythms. In reference to the stars, the Earth
rotates on its axis every 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 4 seconds, a period of time
termed a “sidereal day” (U.S. Naval Observatory 1999). The daily rotation
(e.g., from noon to noon) of the Earth is 24 hours, 3 minutes, and 57 seconds
when measured in reference to a closer object, namely the sun; this period of
time is called the mean “solar day.” The length of the solar day is not con-
stant throughout the year because of the elliptical orbit of the Earth around
the sun. The rate of orbit tends to increase slightly when a planet is near the
sun (perihelion) and tends to decrease slightly when a planet is further from
the sun (Kepler’s Second Law) (Brosche & Sündermann 1990). The actual
solar day is nearly 16 minutes shorter than the mean solar day on or about
3 November each year. The solar day length matches the mean solar day
length on only four dates: 15 April, 14 June, 1 September, and 25 December.
Although the astronomical measures of day length reveal substantial variation
in the timing of the daily rotation of the Earth, for practical purposes, 24 hours
is a reasonable approximation of the period of the Earth’s daily rotation
(Saunders 1977). Although day length, as measured by the position of the
sun on each horizon, is very precise, the amount of twilight varies substan-
tially and rarely is calculated into the amount of total day light received each
day. Despite sounding sudden, “the break of day” or “night fall” really reflects
gradual processes in changing light during dawn or dusk. The vast majority of
laboratory studies of photoperiodism do not use gradual onsets or offsets of
illumination (cf. Gorman et al. 1997); rather, they use timers that turn lights
on and off in one step. Notably, the light sensitivity of the photoreceptors that
measure day length is not characterized for most species, and the importance
of dim light in photoperiodic time measurement remains unspecified.

The Earth completes about 365.25 (365 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, and
10 seconds) rotations during each revolution around the sun, a period of time
called the sidereal year (Brosche & Sündermann 1990). Unlike the condition
on the moon, where one side is always facing away from the sun, the daily
rotation of the Earth allows most of the surface to bask in sunlight regularly.
The shape of the elliptical revolution of the Earth around the sun explains
why winters are generally milder in the Southern Hemisphere, compared
with the Northern Hemisphere, but does not explain the basis of seasons. The
phenomenon of seasons results from the tilt of the planet’s axis of rotation
(approximately 23.5◦) with respect to its plane of revolution around the sun
(Figure 1.3). Thus, as the Earth revolves around the sun, the proportion of
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10 Seasonality
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Fig. 1.3. The plane of revolution of Earth around the sun accounts for the seasons.
(Reprinted from M. C. Moore-Ede, F. M. Sulzman, & C. A. Fuller, The Clocks That
Time Us, copyright c© 1982, p. 2.)

the planet exposed to the radiating energy changes (Officer & Page 1993).
During the Northern Hemisphere winter, the Earth is furthest from the sun,
and the planet is tilted away from the sun.

When viewed from Earth, the sun moves across the sky each day from
east to west. There is also a yearly pattern of the sun’s movement from day
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